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ON THE REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS 
OF A THERMOELASTIC SYSTEM 
UNDER NONCONTINUOUS HEATING REGIMES 
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(Received September 16, 1987) 
Summary. The continuity and boundedness of the stress to the solution of the therrnoelastic 
system is studied first for the linear case on a strip and then for the twodimensional model in-
volving nonlinearities, noncontinuous heating regimes and isolated boundary nonsmoothnesses 
of the heated body. 
Keywords: Nonlinear heat equation, Lame system, noncontinuous heating regime, isolated 
boundary nonsmoothness, boundedness and continuity of the stresses, Sobolev spaces, Fourier 
transformation. 
AMS Classification: 73U05 (35M05, 35R05). 
The research in the field indicated by the title was encouraged by the machine 
industry. Its aim is to heat a large body up to a prescribed temperature without 
damage caused possibly by therrnoelastic stresses. As the fulfilment of the compati-
bility condition (i.e. the initial temperature satisfies the boundary value condition) 
can be hardly required, it is reasonable to study the influence of jumping temperature 
regimes in the furnace to the heated body e.g. when the body is quickly inserted 
into the furnace. The aim of the paper is to find sufficient conditions for continuity 
(thus also boundedness) of the stresses in the body. To reach the aim, a thorough 
investigation of the regularity of solutions both of the heat equation and of the 
Lame system is necessary. 
In the sequel, the heat equation is considered in the form 
fju 
P(u)— = Aw on Q = (0, 9-) x Q , 
dt 
on 
(1) — = P(T) - p(Au) on S = (0, 3T) x dQ, 
dv 
u(0, x) = u0 on Q , 
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where Q c Rn is a domain with a sufficiently smooth boundary dQ. T: S —> R1 is 
the heating regime in the furnace, /?, A: R1 -+ R1 are given positive functions, A 
has a positive derivative. The model for $, is e.g. ^ : yv-> aky + cr^j;
4 with ock > 0, 
<JS = 0 constants, v denotes the outer normal vector. Throughout the paper, all 
gradients and Laplacians are meant to be in the space variables only. The Lame 
system is considered as follows: 
(1 — 2cr) Av + grad div v = (2 + 2a) grad y(u) on Q , 
(2) (1 - 2a) (— + ((v, grad; v)n)A + 2av div v = (2 + 2a) y(u) v on S , 
where y is a function with a positive first derivative, a e (0, ^) is a constant (the 
Poisson ratio). The stress tensor is defined as 
E fdVi dVf 2a A dvk 
2 + 2<x ySx,- 5.xf 1 — 2a k = i dxk 
where E > 0 is the Young modulus of elasticity, possibly temperature-dependent, 
8U = < / . .. For details of the technical formulation of the problem and deriva-J \ 1 , i = j 
tion of the system cf. [4]. 
In Section 1, a survey of some necessary facts about anisotropic Sobolev spaces will 
be made. In Sec. 2, the simplest case of a strip-form body and linear heating process 
will be treated. In Sec. 3, more general results for two-dimensional Q will be obtained. 
In Sec. 4, the case of Q with isolated boundary nonsmoothnesses is mentioned. 
1. ANISOTROPIC SOBOLEV SPACES OF HILBERT TYPE 
WITH FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES 
The theory is dealt with e.g. in [2], [5], [7]. For handling Hilbert-type spaces 
on Rn, the use of the Fourier transformation is advantageous. For a multiindex 
aeRn+ (R+ = <0, +oo)) we introduce 
H*(Q) = {ueL2(Q); | u | | a ^ < +co} , 
(3) INI2,, - IMU + Ml;2, - N I U + I (W«*) I R f + 
/ d[a,"] \ 2 \ 
(1-%»(«,)) ľ ľ ' ' ^ 1 " 1 dsdx . 
JПJRІ \ I lв/1+ {ai} / / 
I n (3) || • \\L2iQ) denotes the n o r m in L2(Q), XM
: X -> \ / M is the characteristic 
function of a set M, N is the set of all natural numbers. For q e R1, [<j] denotes its 
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integer part (the greatest integer less than or equal to q), {_/} its fractional part, 
i.e. {<_*} = q — [<_]. For a function f: Rn -> Rm, n, m e N, we write Ahkf(x) = 
= S ( j ) ( - * ) ' / ( * + (m -i) f t)> fee^ ft e*"• 
Forf: R" —> K1 we denote by fits Fourier transform. 
Lemma 1. Let IkJf) = | | ( ^
f c/v*M d/i dx for a function / : R" -> K1, 
k e N, 0 < a < fc. Then 
(4) IM(f) = c „ » J R , | / |
2 |C| 2 a d. , wfcers c„,fe(a) = cn°(a) 2
2 f c " 2 a . 
sin2* t I l + 2a R 
2/c . 




c°(a) = 1 for n = 1 , '<£(<-) = \ 
(1 + |s|2) f l /2+a 
for n __ 2 . 
f f I f f2 11 - e
i ( " ^ ) n l 2 f e 
proof. u / ) = J_ \R w \^;+2i i dh ^ = 
f ^ l ^ - W ^ . f f |/|22-sin
2H(n,4/2)d/i 
J J ' H"+2* J J J ' H"+2a J R" J it» 
To calculate 
ґ 2___in_Ҷ(h,Ш2)dh 
n > ) J*. ^ 
we use a rotation 0 with its center at the origin. For a couple of functions g_, g2: 
R'^R1 we have ^ . ( ( x , £)„) g2(|x|
2) dx = |R„ fll((x, 0|)n) <J2(|X|
2) = 
= JR„ 0_((0-x, ?)„) a2(|C*x|
2) dx. Taking (9 such that f = | | | [1, 0, ..., 0], y = (P*x, 
we can see that 
, , f 22fcsin2t(j;1|gl/2) _ _.__. ._, f s i n
2 ^ _ , , . , „ J-'(a) ~JR„ W~ " '' LM"
+2* " ,n(}'' ' 
provided we use the Substitutions z = _-|_| y and t = z l 5 sf = zi+ljz1, i = 1 , . . . 
. . , « - 1. 
Using Lemma 1 we obtain for Q — Rn 
(5) B«!l.2.ii«-Ji."Ma(- + tl€|a"ci.i(W))d«. 
i = l 
if we define c l f l(0) = 1. Thus the norm ([_.-. |u |
2 (l + | £\2oCi) d£)1/2 is an equivalent 
norm in Ha(R"). Hence, the dual space H~*(Rn) can be introduced as H~a(Rn) = 
= {u;\\u\\^Rn<+oo}, where \\u\\
2_a,Rn = j > | u |
2 ( l + t i ^ T ' « . 
t = i 
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For a Hilbert space _# and a0 e (0, 1) we define the space H
a°(a, fi, Jti?) by means 
of the norm 
(6) Mis**. = f 1/(01̂  dt + f f ^ " f f dt ds • 
J a J a J /_ I I 
Let M be a closed subset of Rn. By C0(M) we denote the space of all continuous 
functions on M having the zero limit at infinity if M is unbounded. The space is 
equipped with the usual norm. The following two theorems are well-known — cf. 
[2], [9], [12]. 
Theorem 1. If a0 > _-, then H
a°(a, fi\ $?) si continuously imbedded into 
C0(-T, fi\ Jtf*). 
Theorem 2. If Q has a sufficiently regular boundary and a e Rn+ is a mnlti-
n 
index satisfying \ J] l/a,: < 1, then H
a(Q) is continuously imbedded into C0(Q). 
i=l 
Of course, Q = Q u dQ. We remark that for Q = Rn Theorem 2 is an easy 
consequence of Theorem 1. 
For a function f of the form k^^ c) + k2X<,,t_>? — oo<_?> < £ < _ ? < +co, 
the seminorm [| • ||_/2-_.(_.,..) defined in (3) and an arbitrary s e (0, %) we have 
(7) « /« Í^-M„„ = f 
J a 
Г ! / ( * ) - / O O I 2 dx dy _ ifc _ fc i2 (i_z__M
E 
| x _ y | 2 - 2 . d л d У - | f c 2 fc.| 
x 2 £ 
. ._ — г_- > 
+ •K 
O . - * . ) - . - .^(^_=J) 
_í -
1~2_ 
_ |fc. - fc2|
2 (C(_ - _, в ) ) 2 , 
For a nondecreasing and piecewise constant function f on (/_., _>) we obtain from (7) 
(8) l/li/2-..(_. . = |/W - /(")| C(_ - _, e) . 
For each nondecreasing function f on (,__, _?) there is a sequence of nondecreasing, 
piecewise constant functions {f„} tending uniformly to f. Using the Fatou lemma 
we verify the validity of the inequality (8) for each monotonic function on <„„, fiy. 
Therefore for each function f having a bounded variation on <__., fiy we have 
(9) l/li/2-..(..o = 2C{fi - _, e) v a r ^ j . 
Hence the following lemma holds: 
Lemma 2. Lef / : <«, <?> -• R1 haue a hounded variation on <_, _•>. Then 
/_n#1/2~W)-
£ > 0 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section Q is considered to be a strip, i.e. Q = Rn x (0, r), n = 1, 2. For 
the sake of simplicity we choose r = 1. The simplest linear heat equation dujdt = 
= Au will be treated and y(u) = u will be supposed in the Lame system. For the 
heat equation, we shall study two types of the boundary value condition, namely 
the Newton-Neumann type 
(10) — = 0 on Rn+1 x {0} , — = u - T on Rn+1 x {1} , 
dv dv 
and the Dirichlet type 
(11) u = 0 on Rn+1 x {0} , u = T on Rn+1 x {1} . 
The first case corresponds to the heating of a symmetric strip with the axis at Rn+1 x 
x {0} without radiation. The boundary value conditions for the Lame system will 
be of the type (2) on Rn+1 x {1} and v = 0 o n K " + 1 x {0} both for (10) and (11). 
Such a modified problem (2) will be denoted by (2'). 
Theorem 3. For n = 2, Q described above, the linear system, the homogeneous 
initial condition and the boundary value condition (10), let Te f) H1/2~£,k,k(R3), 
£ > 0 
k > 1. Let E and y be constants. Then the corresponding stresses belong to C0(R
X x 
x Q; R3).For n = 1 the situation is analogous, the sufficient condition is k ^ 1. 
Remark . It seems that such results cannot be obtained for the case (11) for any k. 
For details cf. the remark at the end of this section. 
To prove Theorem 3 we shall first prove the following proposition concerning 
the heat equation: 
Proposition 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3 let k > 1 — s, e e (0, £), 
and let us consider the boundary value condition (10). Then for n = 1, 2 the solution 
u of the heat equation belongs to 
p. jj5/4-e/2,k+3/2,5/2-efRl x Q\ Q ^ 5 / 4 -e/2,k+ 3/2,k+ 3/2,5/2 -e fRl x Q\ 
£>0 £>0 
respectively. Considering the case (11) we obtain 
U€f] 3/4-^+l/2,l(£l x Q) 9 p) fl3/4-..*+l/2,l. + l/2,l(1jl x fl) ? 
£>0 £>0 
respectively, for k^.\. 
We remark that, in general, the results of Prop. 1 in time and in tangential directions 
can not be improved. 
To p rove Prop. 1 we shall use the partial Fourier transformation 
(12) U(T0, £ xn+i) = (27i)-
("+1)/2 J"R„+1 u(t, x) e-
!<*»+<«)«) dt die, n = 1, 2, 
where for a vector x = [xu x2, ..., xn, xn + l] e R
n + 1 we define x e Rn x = 
= [^'i? 2̂» •••> ^ ] - With the help of (12) we rewrite the problem with the boundary 
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value condition (10) into the form 
(13) 2JL = ,d2u on Q = R1 x Q with d = ../(ho + |£|2) = 
dx\ 
= 2 " 1 / 2 ( X / ( X / ( T
2 + |£|*) + |£|2) + i s i g n t o V ^ r 2 + f{|<) - |c | 2)) , 
- ^ (T0 , L 1) » ?(To, 0 - fi(T0, «, 1) , 
OX3 
— ( t 0 , &(>)=--<>, [ r 0 , r J ] e . R "
+ 1 . 
The solution of (13), which is the partial Fourier transform of the solution of the 
heat equation with the boundary value condition (10) and the homogeneous initial 
condition at — oo, has the form 
(14) «(r0,$,xn+1) =
 t c h ^ X » + 1 ) 
d sh d + ch d 
and we shall estimate | |M||I / 2+-/,I+»,I,Q
 o r | |" | | i /2+if f i+d,i+».i ,Q
 f o r *l> & = °- F r o m 
(3), (5) and taking the equivalent norm (putting cnk((x) = 1, n = 1, 2 , . . . , k = 0, 1, ... 
..., a e ( 0 , k)) we obtain (denoting the norm by ||'||i/2+i-,(i+a),.,i,Q> n = 1,2) 
I 1 5 ) | |M | [ t /2 + J7,(l+d)„,l,Q = 
=f r . v w T wii[(iT°ii+2''+^ |2+29+1}ich^+oi
2+ 
JR« + iJo K s n ^ + ch^/ | z 
+ |.^|2 |sh(^x,. + 1) |
2] dxn+l dr0 d<i;, n = 1, 2 . 
Now we calculate | ^ | 2 = V ( T 2 + |'£|4), \ch(dxn+1)\
2 = i c h ( 2 R e ^ x „ + 1 ) + 
+ i cos (2 lm ^ x n + 1) , |sh (^x„+ 1 ) |
2 = i(ch (2Re dxn+l) - cos (2 lm ^x M + 1 ) ) , 
A s f r / s h ^ + chd\2 = i [e 2 R e ' ( |^f 2 + 2 R e ^ + 1) + Q~2KQd (\d\2 - 2 Re d + 
-f 1)] + ^[(1 - \d\2) cos (2 lm d) — 2 lm d sin (2 lm dj] has a positive infimum as 
a function of d and 
(16) J o ( M 1 + 2 ' + | ^ 2 + 29 + l ) | ch (^x„ + 1 ) |
2 + K | 2 | s h ( ^ n + 1 ) |
2 d x n + 1 = 
-_ (e2Re^ - e- 2 R^)( |T 0[
1 + 2" + \Z\2 + 2» + V(rg + \g} + 1) 
4/2v(v(T0 + m + i a 
, (Mi+2" + i^r29 +1 - v(xg + i-;r))sia(V2V(v(Tg + ̂  - i a ) 
2N/2/(V(T0 + | « |
4 ) - m 
we can easily derive, inserting these results into (15), that there exist finite positive 
constants kl9 k2 independent of Tsuch that the inequality 
(17) / c l [ | T , | J - l / 4 + ̂ ( - l / 2 + d)n,Rn+t ^ H| l /2+f .»,( l + 3)«l.Q ^ 
= / c 2 | | T l - i /4+^(- i /2+H 1 ,R -+i , n ^ i» # > i > 
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holds, because the resulting coefficient of \f\2 is bounded in a neighbourhood of 
OeR " + 1 . Thus for Te f\ Hi/2-ck(R2), ft H1/2'e^k(R2) we get the solution u of 
£ > 0 £ > 0 
(13) in f | I I 5 / 4 " £ ' ' c + 3 / 2 ' 1 (2) ' n # 5 / 4 _ £ ' * + 3 / 2 ' f c + 3 / 2 , 1 (e ) , respectively. We remark 
E > 0 £ > 0 
that the restriction n = 1 or 2 is only formal. 
To obtain the regularity in the normal direction we shall calculate for s e (0, -J) 
(« Ңu) = 
•L 
R» + 1 J o 
ŕiУЗx2я+l 
д2ü , ч д 2ü , Л 5 
(y) - т~г- (*) 
^ п + l dт0 áč, dy dz = 
o |y 
IŤI2 k ľ 
0 \d sh /̂ + ch ^/ 
|ch(^/y) - ch (dz)\2 
\r-z\ 
dт0 d£ dy dz 
ř 3 U * d T 0 d £ 
I2(f) 
|K» + i |^/ sh d + chd 




fи lch(^)-chИ| 2 
ľ - 2 
åy åz . 
As <0, \d\) x <0, |^/|> c Mj u M 2 u M3 , where Mi = <1, \d\) x <0, y - 1>, 
M 2 - <0, \d\ - 1> x <y + 1, |^/|>, M 3 - <0, |.</|> x <y - 1, y + 1>, and we 
can estimate 
(19) f IchM-chM^^^r JchMP d y d z ž 
JM!UM2 |y
 Z | JM lL IUМ2 ľ 
^ т Л г | c h ( . y ) | 2 d y -
1 - 2s J 0 
sh (2 Re d) + sin (2 lm ^ ) 
Re 45 lm -$ 1 - 2e 
We need to estimate 
^^+ 1[ch(^)-ch(^)l 
(20) 




• y + 1 
|2-2e 
dy dz 
rW\ p + i 
Jo Jy-1 
JУ sh(es) ds| 
Ji^zf^ 
áy áz g 
!sh(^s)l2 ds 
у - i j ' - 2 
|2 Лc f И 1 p + 1 
- ^ d j d z ^ - | s h ( ^ s ) í 2 d s d y ^ 
Jo £ J у - l 
<i 
4s 
(2 Re ^) 2 
(e 2 + 
+ 4e(lm e) 
— - |cos (2 lm ^ ( k l + 1)) - cos (2 lm Ą\d\ - l ) ) | . 
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By virtue of (19) and (20), the seminorm I(u) can be estimated by means of 
IMI(i-£)/2,(i-£)M,R"+J>
 n — 1-2, eG(0, i ) , and therefore for k ^ 1 the assertion of 
Prop. 1 for the case (10) is verified. 
In the case of the boundary value condition (11) we use the same technique. 
Applying the partial Fourier transformation, we obtain the problem 
(21) - ^ - = r/2u on Q, d= V(iT0 + |£|
2) = 
+ 2~^( V (V (T 0 + m + \£\
2) + i sign T0 V(V(^o + |£|
4) - |^ | 2 ) ) , 
«(T0 , & 0) = 0 , «(-„£, 1) = T(T0, c ) , [T 0 , (] e R"
+ ' , n = 1, 2 , 
with the solution 
(22) » ( T 0 , ^ x n + 1 ) =
t s h ( ^ " + l ) -
sh d 
We calculate 
(23) | |M | | l /2+f7,(l+d)M , l ,^
 = 
r (Kol1 + 2^ + W + 2* + 1 + V ( M 2 + [<f ) ) ( ! - e - 4 R ^) 
l V 2 V ( V ( ^ o + |«|4) + |«|2)(1 + e"4Re^ ~ 2 e - 2 R ^ c o s ( l m d)) 
(V(1T01
2 + [,f) - 1 - 1TQ11 + 2^ - l ^ 2 + 2 > - 2 R e V 2 s i n ( 2 1 m , / ) -
V(V(^o + |*|4) - W) (1 + e~ 4 R ^ - 2e~ 2 R ^ cos (2 lm d)) _̂  
• d T 0 d ^ i j , S £ 0 , 
and thus there exist positive constants k\, k'2 independent of T such that for rj _• 0, 
,9 ^ 0 
(24 ) k1||i||1//4 + , , j ( 1 + d ) n > j R„ + i _- | |W||l/2+i7,(l+S)n jl,Q -= '
C2 II -H| 1/4 + 17,(1 + S)n,K'
, + 1 • 
Proposition 1 is proved. 
Remark . For k = 1 it is possible to prove the normal regularity of u of the 
-§ — £ — type by means of a slight modification of (18) —(20). The result is that for 
TeH1/2-E>(k)"(Rn+i), £ 6 < 0 , i > , k > I, u belongs to H3/4-E>(k+l/2)">3/2-2E(R[ x Q). 
Proposition 2. Let u e C0(R
1; H*(Q)), a = [a£] 6 K+
+ \ a l5 ..., a„ = art+1 = 0. 
Let y = 1, let the Poisson ratio a e (0, -J) and the Young modulus of elasticity be 
constants independent of u. Then the stress tensor to the solution of (2') satisfies 
n+ 1 
T G C^R1; H*(Q; Iv(n+1)2). Particularly, for a1? ..., ocn ^ a/J+1 ^ 0 a n d £
 al~l < 2 
wehaveTGCoCK1 x &;R ("+ 1 ) 2) . I = 1 
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Proof . Let us define 1T : = {w e H
X(Q; 1T+1); w = 0 on Rn x {0}}. The varia­
tional formulation of the problem (2') has for y = 1 the following form: Look for 
v e iV such that 
(25) Jfl (1 — 2a) ]T (grad vi9 grad W;),,+ 1 + div v div w — (2 + 2c/) u div w , 
i = i 
. dx = 0 , i = 1, ..., n + 1 , for every w e*W , t e R1 . 
Let us denote by (25)_Afc the equality 
B + l 
(25)_ftfc Jo (1 - 2a) X (grad (vt)_,fc grad (w,)_ J n + 1 + div v_,fc div w_hk -
i = l 
- (2 + 2<r)u_/lfcdivw_/lfc, i = 1,..., n + 1, ke{l,..., n} , 
where for a function f we write f _ A k = f(x + hk), and hfc = /fefc, A e R
1 and (efc)£_{ 
[«fc]+i / r a i + A 
is the canonical basis of jRn+1. Summing up £ (26)_jftfc (
 L . I (— 1)J with 
1=o \ J J 
w = w_„fc = ... = w_ M 1 + [ a f c ] ) = A*£1+1v, v solves (25), multiplying the resulting 
sum by |/f|_1~2ofk and integrating it over K1 in the variable A, we obtain by means 
of the Korn inequality, carrying out the process for k = 1, ..., n, 
(26) g const \\u\\atQ, i9j = 1, ..., n + 1 , t e R
1 
As Axu could be inserted for u, where t is an arbitrary shift in time, we finally obtain 
f)v 
(27) --± e C0(R
l; H"1 " - 0 (Q; R"+l)), tj = 1,..., n + 1 . 
We rewrite the equation (2) i into the form 
8) (1 
ÖX-,+ 1 






i = = 1, . . . , n , 
(2 - 2 c r ) ^ ;
+ 1 = 
' a 2 




( l - 2 t r ) I -
/ = 1 
' Ч + i -
-
õx„+lJ=i дxj 
and we have to prove the normal regularity (in the direction en + 1). First, let us 





1;L2(Q)), i = 1, ...,n + l . Suppose that dWvJdx* e C0(R
U, L2(Q)), i = 
= 1, ..., n + 1 for 1 + a „ + 1 > k e /V, where /? is an arbitrary (n + l)-dimensional 
multiindex of the rank |/?| g a, l + 1 + 1 such that ftn+1 = k. We shall prove that the 
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same assertion is true for such p with ftn+1 = k + 1. Let us apply an arbitrary 
differential operator D^~ to (28) with |/T[ = ocn + l - 1, pn+1 = k - 1. By the 
induction hypothesis and the supposition put on u, the right-hand side of (28) belongs 
to Co^R1; L2(Q)). Thus the same holds for the left hand side. Thus the proposition 
is proved for an+1 an integer. For an + 1 non-integer, we obtain the result using an 
appropriate interpolation theorem — cf. e.g. [12], Thms. 5.1 and 9.6. 
P roo f of Theorem 3. As the space H1/2 + x(R1; Ha(Rn+1)) for x > 0 and a e Rn+
+1 
has I • (I as its norm, where 
(29) I H P = jR„+2 f<»|-(i + |t0 |
i+2i(i +"i:1i^i2-)^dT0, 
and because the Holder inequality 
(30) |^f|
2- |T0 | 1 + 2* = L ± ^ |T0 |2- + Si W* , t = i, ..., n + 1 
2a0 a, 
holds for x = 0, af > 0, i = 0,. . . , n + 1, at = 0, i = 1, ..., n + 1, satisfying the 
equality (l + 2x)/2a0 + af/a(- = 1, we can prove the implication 
(31) U G n H5/4-3/2'(fc+3/2)-5/2-£(R"+2) = j r => 
£ > 0 
=>UenCo (R' ;H ( 3 / 5 f c + 0 , 9 " E ) - 3 / 2 - £ (R" + 1 ) ) = * V 
e > 0 
If Q J Rn+1, it is possible to extend uef) H1/2+*(R1; H5/*~e'Vc+3/2)n'5/2~~2E(Q)) 
£ > 0 
to [ / e / by means of the construction described e.g. in [12]. Then [ / e J f 0 and 
u = UlRlxaen C0(-R
1 ; f l ( 3 / 5*+ 0 '9" , )-3 / 2- ,(O)). If n = 2 , / c M o r n = U M , 
£ > 0 
then the necessary conditions of Prop. 2 are satisfied so that T G C^K1 x Q; JR(n+1)2). 
Remark . For Q <-= JR2, a sufficient condition for stresses to be continuous is 
Te H1/4+£o»1/2 + 2£0(5), e0 > 0 arbitrary small, and in such a way we are able to improve 
Theorem 3. For the boundary value condition (10) and Q a R2 or K3, from 
the assumption u G n H3/4"£'(fe+1/2)"'3/2_2£(Q) we obtain only ueO^R1; 
£ > 0 £ > 0 
jrj(i/3k+i/6)„,il2-£^^ which does not satisfy the sufficient condition of Prop. 2. 
3. RESULTS FOR SMOOTH BODIES 
In this section we shall study the regularity results for (l), (2) for a body Q c K2 
which is bounded and has an at least C^-smooth boundary, i.e. the first derivatives 
of functions locally describing the boundary are Lipschitz. The heating regimes are 
supposed to be positive, non-decreasing and bounded. In the sequel, we shall suppose 
u0 = 0, T(0, •) = 0 and extend T onto 21 := ( - c o , 43~) x Q by T(t, x) = 0, 
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t < 0,xeQ, T(t, x) = T(ZT, x), t e (ST, 45~>, x e Q. We shall exploit the following 
variational formulation of the problem (1): 
(32) 
(*to 
grad w)n âx dt + p(u) — w dx dt + (grad w,, 
J.o St J-ooJfl 
/•to /• ^ 0 /• 
+ (^ o A o u) w dx dt = (^ o T) w dx d t , t0 S 4T. 
J -aoj dQ J -oo J dQ 
As a solution of (32) we shall consider every function u e S£ n C0(— oo, 4^T\ L2(_)), 
where <£? _ L 2 ( - o o , 4,^"; H
j(.Q)), such that dujdt eSf* and (32) holds for every 
w e i f . In [11] the existence of such a solution with the property u e <0, B> a.e. 
in $1 is proved, where B = max A~^(T(t, x)). Such result, however, does not suffice 
[ t ,X ]GQ 
to prove the continuity of the stress tensor. Put B = max {1, B}. 
Theorem 4. Let Q be a bounded domain in R2 with a Cljl-smooth boundary F. 
Let $, A be non-negative functions with non-negative continuous first derivatives 
on <0, + oo) and such that #(0) = A(0) = 0. Moreover, let there be a constant 
A0 > 0 such that A' > X0 on <0, +oo). Let ft be an analytical function on (x e C; 
|x| :g 2B}, where B = max [1, B}, let fi' be non-negative on <0, B> and /? ~> /i0 > 0 
On the same interval, where p0 is constant. Let T be left continuous at t = -T and 
nondecreasing in time for each x e dQ, bounded on S by AB, having T(0) = 0 and 
let it belong to L2(0, 3~\ H
a(Q)), a e <0, -2->. Then there is a unique solution of (32) 
belonging to f] Co(0, F\ H
1+5_£(„)), where a _ a(a) = (1 + 2a)2/(14 + 12a). 
£ > 0 
R e m a r k 1. The uniqueness of u is e.g. a consequence of essential boundedness 
of all solutions of (32), cf. [11], [16], and of considerations similar to (39) —(43) 
below. To prove it, we put ul,u2 instead of u, u^h there, in the terms involving 
time derivatives we take mollifiers which are arbitrarily close to fi(uf) du-tjdt in the 
S£* norm. 
2. For fi = fi0 the condition of monotonicity of Tin time can be replaced by the 
condition of bounded variation in time uniformly with respect to xedQ-cf. Pro-
position 3 below, where under such a linearity condition we can avoid the term whose 
estimation depends on the non-negativity of dujdt. 
We shall suppose that for t > 43~ and $F = T, u we have ^(t, x) = co(t) i**"(4_~, x), 
where co(4,T) = 1, co = 0 on < 5 ^ , +oo), co'(t) ^ 0 on <4^", +oo). 
Proposition 3. Let Q a R2 or R3 be bounded, let dQ be of the class C1}1 and let 
T: S -» R1 be a heating regime non-decreasing in time or with a bounded variation 
in time uniformly with respect to x e dQ, and such that T(0, •) = 0. Let P, g, A 
fulfil the conditions of Theorem 4. For the non-monotonous case let, moreover, 
P(u) _ p0 > 0, u •€ R
1. Then for the solution u of(i) we have dujdt e L2(Q). Extend-
ing T in the above described manner we obtain dujdt e L2(( — oo, 4£F) x Q). 
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Proof . Suppose T is non-decreasing. As y is monotonic, G = g> ° T is also 
non-decreasing in time on <0, ^ > for every x e <9_2. Using the extension of Tand the 
mollifier technique — cf. [14] — we construct a sequence of regular functions 
{<vU,no K = Af~X~\ + 2) tending to G in e.g. f) Hlf2'^(Rx x 30) and, 
moreover, such that every Gm is monotonic on IT x dO and IT x dQ, where 
1 ™ ( m + i ^ \ rm /4m — 1 • \ ^ 
IT- ( - Q 0 , -_T), IT = ( ^ , + c o ) , Gm = 0 
\ m / \ m ) 
on ( — oo, } x dQ and 
\ m) 
Gm(t,x)~G(^,x) on / ^ - ± i ^ , * L Z _ V 
\ m m 
Of course, Gm(t, x ) g y o A(B) = J
1 for every [t, x] e R1 x dQ. Taking the vari-
ational formulation for Gm, denoting the corresponding solution by um and putting 
w = dujdt we obtain 
(33) f X \Qf${um) f
8 ^ ) 2 dxdt + i lQ |grad um(t0, x)\
2„ dx + 
+ l<s°a(9oAoUm)-fdxdt = 
ot 
Cto Ç ôG 
= íõnGm um(t0, x)áx - \ ~~ um áx át, t0 є R
1 , 
J-00J0.Q д t 
m > mг 
As y o A(z) = ^0z — #x for z e <0, B> and suitable constants g0, gx > 0, we have 
* ( * ) = Jo * o 4 s ) d * ^ W 2 - ?& thus 
(34) JL^ Ja« 9 o A(um) ^ dx dt = \dn 9(um) (t0, x) dx = 
ot 
= \9o \m ul(t0, x) dx - P l ldQ um(t0, x) dx 
for a.e. t0 e R
1 for all m ^ m 0 . 
From the comparison and the trace theorems we conclude that um e <0, B> almost 
everywhere in B1 x dQ, m ^ m 0, and clearly \\dQ (Gm um(t0, x) dx\ ^ &x \dQ um(t0, x). 
. dx + (1/eJ \dQ Gm(t0, x) dx, \\dQ um(t0, x) dx\ = ( l/e^ mes dQ + ex \dQ um(t0, x) dx, 
where s1 e (0, 1) will be taken sufficiently small. Thus we obtain the inequality 
(35) p0 J ( (^A dt dx £ jfT0(B
2 + X\) mes dQ + 
П + B J I I — d df dx, jf0, «3f x > 0 independent of m. dt 
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As the last integral in (35) can be estimated by 2B mes dQ, {|j^wm/O'l||_2(9l)} is 
a bounded sequence and the same is clearly true for {[|grad wm||_2(2i)}- Thus u, the 
weak limit of {um}, belongs to H
x(^t) and due to the compact imbedding theorem 
and the uniform essential boundedness of um, we can carry out the limit procedure 
in (32) and prove that u is the unique solution of (32) for G. 
If G is not monotonic, we find a non-decreasing G such that G(t, x) = v a r ^ ^ , ^ . 
. G(-, x) - G(t, x), t G ( - o o , 3<r>. Thus Gm = Hm - Gm on ( - c o , 35~>, where Hm 
is the mollifier of var(_00ff> G and \dQ J_^ \dGjdt\ dx dt _J mes dQ 2 sup var . 
xedQ (-oo,5") 
. G(t, x), m = m0. Of course, Jafi \\£ \dGmjdt\ dt dx ^ B mes d£2 and the final 
conclusion is the same as in the preceding case. • 
As we have proved that f0 == f$(u) dujdt e L2(Q) and g0 = ^(T) — ^(Au) e L2(S) 
(by virtue of the trace theorem u and ^(Au) belong to L2(0, 5"; H
1/2(d.Q))), u(t, •) 
solves the problem 
(36) Au = f0 on Q, — = g0 on dQ 
dv 
for almost every t e <0, 45">. Due to the interpolation theorem (cf. e.g. [12]) u(t, •) e 
e H3/2(Q) for almost every t e <0, 5"> and the inequality 
(37) % \\u{t, . ) l i „ , ( f l ) dt <L const tf | | / ( , , . ) « U + lk(t> • ) ! « « ) * 
holds. Consequently u G L2(0,3T\ H
3/2(Q)) and its trace on S belongs to 
L2(0, 45"; H
1-£(d:Q)) for every s > 0 because of the usual trace theorem. If T is 
in L2(0, ZT\ H^dQ)), a e <0, -_>, and T satisfies all the other suppositions of Theorem 4, 
then we can use the same arguments to prove u G L 2 ( 0 , 45"; H
3/2+a(Q)), ujse 
e L2(0, 37~; H
1+cc(dQ)). Thus we have proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 4. Under the suppositions of Theorem 4 the solution of (1) belongs 
to Hu3/2+*>3/2+"(Q). 
To p rove Theorem 4, we apply the shift technique to the time variable. Let Q0 
be a sufficiently smooth nonincreasing function on K1 such that O0/(_ 00,25-)
 = 1> 
£0/(35-, + 00) == 0* Taking the variational formulation (32), its shifted version 
(32)_^ with the time shift / and putting w = w_^ = O0(u_/ — u) into (32)_ /-(32), 
we obtain 
(38) J'° J^ (/?(«-,) ^ f - /?(«) | ) <£(«-, - «) + 
+ (grad (u_/ - u), grad O0(u-/ - u))2 dx dt + 
+ J-00 $da(? oAoU-t - yoAou) Ql(u-t ~ u) dx dt = 
= J-00 \MQI{S>OT-<-?OT)(U-4 - u)dxdt, l0GK\ | / | _ _ < T , 
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where we use the above defined extensions of u, Tto R1 x Q. For t e R1 we obtain 
(a) J-oo Jn (grad A[u, grad (Q20A[U))2 dx dt = 
= l-oo U (grad (A{(Q0U)), grad (_lf(e0u)))2 dx dt + 
+ l-oo In (grad (u_,zlfeo), grad ( u _ ^ ^ 0 ) ) 2 -
- 2(grad (U_(A{Q0), grad (A{(Q0U)))2 - (A{u)
2 |grad Q0\
2 dx dt. 
Moreover, 
(b) I'-oo In _ 0 [ ( ^ o A o u_^) - ( # o / l o u)](u_^ - u ) d x d r > 0 , / 6 R
1 , 
(c) f_O Qf f l<?0-k(T)_l<udxd. = 
= f-°oo Jan ^(QoAT)) Ai(eou) dx dt + !__, JM (>(T) « )_ , (_1 _0)
2 -
- u_,_f( e o # (T)) A{Q0 - (KT))_ , J l (_0u) A{Q0 dxdt, / € _ ' . 
The term containing the time derivatives will be estimated as follows: (For /? constant, 
it can be written as Sjdt[(A{(Q0u))
2 _ 2U_(A{Q0A{(Q0U) + U
2_((A{Q0)
2~\ - 2(A\u)2 . 
• Qo(dQoldt)-) F o r the general case we use the equality 
(39) . . ( / 3 ( « - , ) ~ ^ - K « ) ^ ) ( « - . - « ) = 
- o - i l y _?____ r„ -„v+A + 
+ eo ̂  (i?(u_,) -""i
1 - !^"i («_, -«)«) («_, - « ) + 
Gt \ /i = o (n + 1)! / 
2/}C"
+ 1 )(u)/Őu_, ð i Л , # f V _ + 2 + «° T T ( T -_)<"-' -"»•* 
We prove it by means of mathematical induction. F'or m — 0 (39) can be easily 
verified. Let (39) hold for m 0 ^ 0. The last term of (39) can be rewritten as 
ґлrЛ 2 Д
( m o + 1 ) ( u ) / ð u _ , ð и \ , ч, (40) c»^тi)í(T-_)("-'-") 
2 ð (ß
{mo+l\u)(u„t- u)mo + : 
— Qo T~ 
mo+2 
at \ (m 0 + 2)! m0 + 3 
-e»^rrl!("-'-")--" + 
at (m0 + 3)! 
2 r°
+ 2 >(«) fe_M ( )mo,3, 
y ° (m0 + 3)! V -t 8t)
K ' 
Adding the appropriate terms on the right-hand side of (40) to the corresponding 
terms on the right-hand side of (39), we obtain (39) for m0 + 1. 
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Under the suppositions of Theorem 4 we have f3(u + A) = ]T (/?(fc)(u)/k!) /ffc, u, u + 
+ 4 e <0, B>. Let US define k=0 
V ' / , ,V 7 „=o\ «! ( n + 1)! j «=i (n + 1)! 
*»W = L , ; IT. ** • 
» = o (ft 4- 2 ) ! 
Since ,4,(0) = M̂(0) = 4(0) = 0, we can see (differentiating the series /iu) that 
f$'(u + A) = //tl(A)\A and (after the second order differentiation of ^) *£(*!) = 
= /?(u + .4). Thus, after the appropriate integration, we obtain 
(42) A,W = Jo *H"(W + *) d*> *u(*) = # ( * ~ *) K" + *) <** • 
Because of the non-negativity of $' and the strong positivity of p we obtain on 
<0, B> 
(43) ftu(A) _: 0 , *U(A) £ p0 U
2 Vu, u + 4 e <0, B> . 
Using (39) and (43) for A — u_/ — u, we obtain the following assertion: 
Proposition 5. Under the supposition of Theorem 4, grad u e 
e P) H(7 + 6 a ) / ( 1 2 + 8a)~fi'0>°(r)- R2) 
£ > 0 
Proof. First, we suppose that the heating regime is sufficiently regular (e.g. it is 
a mollifler of the original regime — cf. e.g. [14]). We put (a), (c) and (39) into (38), 
multiply it by J/|-1~2ao, a0 e (0, 1), and integrate the resulting equality in / over 
( — ̂ ~, 3~). Using the Lipschitz continuity of ^, A, Q0, the monotonicity of #, A 
(cf. (b)) and (for the case of nonconstant ft) also (43) and the nonnegativity of du\dt 
(it holds due to the monotonicity of Tin time — cf. [16]), and finally the obvious 
inequality fRl \w>f ( K / )
2 / | / | 1 + 2«) te dt Z (4 /^ 1 + 2*) \\f\\l(Rl), /e L2(R
l), we 
obtain the inequality 
(44) f ]*]-*->«[ elf, -f!&(u_,-uY+*(t0,x)dxd/ + 
Jj?« Jfl --o(fc + 2)! 
+ ( - - * ) [ M " l " 2a° f ( 8 r a d (-1 i(eo")))2 dt dx d 
J Rl J R ! X « 
J R1 J R i x ^ ° * 
/ + 
+ 
- " f J ? ľ ^ í L (w _ WW (tt _ м ) dí dx ČJ < 
kҺ(k+ï)Г ))У } 
4 4 0 
й (i + n) \4~
l~2a° Í {*í{QoAT))AÍ{Q0u)dtdxdJ 
R1 JRixdQ 
+ 
+ RI JRixo (w + 2 ) ! \ dt dtj m  ,
+ ^ o ( H H - ( Q ) > l^o | | c i (R i )>^ ||^lci(0,AB)> ||T1L2(21), IMlcKO.B)) > 
rj > 0 arbitrarily small, me N arbitrary , a0 e (0, 1) . 
As 
(45) JRi \4~l~2*° J*-xao ^i(QoAT)) A((QOU) dt dx dt £ 
= ^([kl|cHo,AB)5 IkolcHR
1)' Mil2-£,o,.sr) + 
+ JRi | / |~4 a o~2 £ JK1 xdQ (Ai(^0u))
2 dtdxdt, e > 0 arbitrarily small, 
and by Theorem 1 the last term in (45) can be estimated by ||^0u||H2«0-
1/2 + e • 
. (0, 4/T; H1/2+\Q)), $ > 0 arbitrarily small, we can apply (considering the ex-
tension procedure from Q to R2 ~ cf. [12]) Prop. 3 and Prop. 4 and the Holder 
inequality 
(46) |T |(4 + 4«)/(3 + 2« ) - .K*) | { | l +*^ c o n s t (T2 + |£|3 + 2a) ? - ^ ^ Q for ^ 0 , 
and we obtain for 4a0 - 1 < (4 + 4a)/(3 + 2a), i.e. for a0 < (7 + 6a)/(l2 + 8a) that 
leowIfl-«o-i/2+-(0>4^f.ffi/-
 + »(.o)) -S const (||u||i,3/2+«,3/2+a + ^iG?o)) f °
r suitably small 
e, # > 0. Moreover, 




{m+í\u)ídu_t du\,J,.m+1JJ . . . 
QÍT V í \UÍu)m+zdtdxd<( ^ 
R1XQ °{m + 2)\\ dt dt)
K ' 
r+1{y)\ const B m + 1 sup 
L2(o,f) ^<o,5> (m + 2)! 
u R ^ r 1 - ^ 0 ^ 
From the supposition concerning the convergence radius of the analytic function /?, 
it follows that (Bm+1/(m + 2)!) sup |,#(m+1)(y)| tends to 0 for m -+ + oo. Due to the 
ye(0.B> 
regularity of T, the integral term at the right-hand side of (47) is also bounded, cf. 
e.g. [2], [11], For such regular T, we can put (45) and (47) into (44) and passing 
with m to + oo, we get 
(48) sup # 0 JR1 l / l "
1 - - " f0 {Ai{Q0u))
2 {t0, x) dx dt + 
toeR1 
+ (1 - ln) \R, l/l"
1"2*0 $RixQ (grad A{(Q0U))
2 dt dx dl ^ 
- ^(| |W | | l ,3/2+a ,3/2+a,0> ||^||ci(0,.4B)> [|^0j|ci(.R-) 1 T l l/2-e,0,OJ ' 
a0 < (7 + 6a)/(l2 + 8a), rj > 0 arbitrarily small for sufficiently small s > 0, 
Passing to the limit irregular temperature regime T, we prove (48) also for such T 
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Prop. 5 is proved. Now we have for r, £ > 0: 
(49) Ti+«{2+a*-.*,.,) ^ COnst (T
(7 + 6 c t ) / ( 4 + 4 a ) _ ^ 2 + £3 + 2 o r), e(?7, 9) \ 0 
(1 + 2a)2 
for .7, 3 \ 0 , a .=== a(a) 
14 + 12a 
and Theorem 1 yields that uef] Co(0, F\ H
1+5"£(.Q)). Theorem 4 is proved. We 
£ > 0 
remark that a(0) = •— and a(i) = | . 
Theorem 5. Under the suppositions of Theorem 4, let d-Q be Of the class, Cn/5> 
7 e C2(0, B) and let E be a constant. Then the stress tensor satisfies T E f] C0 . 
£ > 0 
.(0,^r;Hl+s~£(Q; R4)). Particularly, x e C0(Q; K
4). The last assertion is also 
true for smoothly temperature-dependent E. 
Proof. As grad(y(w_^) - y(u)) = y'(u-h) grad (u_fc - w) + ( / ( " - A ) - /(w)) . 
. grad u for x, x + he Q, t e <0, «fT), we have 
( 5 0 ) ||y(w)[|c0(Of^;Hi
+*1(tt)) = COnSt (||y ||co(0,B) ||
M||Co(0,^;Hi+«i(«)) + 
+ ||/'lc0(ofB)
 SUP Jo jo (g^d u)2 (l, x) |x - j ; | - 2 ~ 2 a i (u(t, x) -
te(0,sry 
— u(t, y))2 dx dy) , ai = (0, a) . 
The first term on the right-hand side of (50) is bounded due to Theorem 4. To the 
second term we apply the Holder inequality and the following theorem (cf. [2]) 
which is a generalization of Theorem 2: 
Theorem 2'. Let Q be a domain in RN with a sufficiently smooth boundary dQ. 
Let a = [au ..., aN\ e R+ and a = [a l5 ..., a^] GK+, let fe H
a(_3), p e (1, +oo) . 
Then DflfeLp(Q) if X( l /a , ) ( i - (l/p) + a,) < 1. 
i=i 
As (2/(1 + a)) (i - l/2p) + a1/(l + a) < 1 for ax e (0, a), p > l/a, the Holder 
inequality, Theorem 2' and Theorem 4 also yield the boundedness of the second 
term of (50). Thus y(u) e f] C0(0, -T; H
1+*-e(0)). 
£ > 0 
Now, we are practically in the same situation as in Prop. 2. To prove the assertion 
concerning TU, i,j = 1, 2 it is necessary to follow its proof in combination with the 
local straightening of the boundary for the appropriate variational inequality — cf. 
our Sec. 4 or [5]. Such a procedure inflicts only small technical complexities. As the 
idea is quite clear, we omit the proof. Q 
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4. RESULTS FOR BODIES WITH ISOLATED BOUNDARY NONSMOOTHNESSES 
In this section we deal with the case when the bounded domain Q c: R2 has C2+e-
smooth boundary dQ (e > 0 small) with the exception of a finite set M 0 c: dQ, 
but dQ is globally of the class C0jl. All the remaining assumptions of Thms. 4 and 5 
will be satisfied. We remark that all proofs concerning the Lame system were done 
independently by the author, the close connections of some of them with the results 
of [4], [17] were found only when the copies of these papers were obtained. Due 
to the connections, some parts of the proofs concerning the Lame system are given 
without details. 
Under the above mentioned assumptions, Prop. 3 remains valid. For further 
considerations we need to use the localization technique. We denote &n(y,r) : = 
:= {xeRn; \x — y\ < r) for y e Rn and due to the assumptions concerning dQ 
there exists a constant <p0 such that for every x0edQ, x0 = [x0>1, x 0 2 ] there is 
a function <p: 0IX(O, <p0) ~> R
2 such that <p(0) = x0, <p(z) = [z + x0>1, <Pi(z)] e dQ 
for z e ^ ( 0 , <p0) and Q n ^ 2 ( x 0 , <p0) = {xe ^ 2 ( x 0 , <p0); x2 > <p\(xt — x 0 j l )} . For 
each x0 e dQ we can suppose Q shifted in such a way that x0 = 0. Let there be a suffi-
ciently smooth (e.g. C11/5) partition of unity on f2(cJenoted by $) such that diam 
supp Q < <p0 for every O e 01, and for every x0 e M 0 there is Q =. QXO e 0t and a con-
stant S0 > 0 such that O = 1 on 0!2(xo, 50). Denote 0to := ( O G ^ ; 3 x 0 G M 0 . 
. (Q = QXO)}. For the sake of simplicity we make an additional assumption 
(51) 3<p0 G (0, <poy Vx0 G M 0 3D G R
1 such that <p(x) = [x, v\x\] , 
x G ^,(0, cp0) , 
for x0 shifted into 0 and after a suitable rotation. Such a supposition is not necessary 
(cf. e.g. [8]), but useful for exploiting the technique of [10]. Moreover, we suppose 
supp ^Xo c J
l
2(x0 , cp0), X0 G M 0 . 
For Q G 01 we can easily see that 
(52) 0 = Q I Aw — f$(u) — ] = AQU — f, f = u AQ + 2(grad u, grad O)2 4-
V dtj 




0 = Q(^ + ?(AU)-?(T)\== 
g = UA - Q9(AU) + Q$(T) for a.e. t e <0, 5 "̂) . 
dv 
Evidently, the regularity of g depends on the regularity of T analogously to Sec. 3. 
Using [3] or [4], we can prove Que H1,3/2'3/2(g) for every Te L2(S) satisfying the 
suppositions of Thm. 4. Such a result does not depend on v G R1. If T is more regular 
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ill the space variables we obtain better spacial regularity of QU, but it depends also 
on v. The above proved regularity of QU, however, is sufficient for the further con-
siderations. As for Oe «_?\ _^0 the proof of regularity of QU is easy (as in Sec. 3), 
we have proved u e Hli3/2,3/2(Q). Using the technique of the proof of Prop. 5 and 
Thms. 4, 5 we prove that u and y(u) belong to Co(0, _T; H
15/14"~£(Q)) for every 
£ e (0, | | ) . The above mentioned technique includes the possibility to extend u 
from H1>3/2'3/2(Q) to H>>3/2>3/2(R3), which can be done as in Sec. 3 in time and 
via [3] Thm. 1.4.3.1 in the space variable. 
The localization by means of _$ will be used in the proof of regularity of solutions 
of the Lame system, too. For x0 G M0, the corresponding Q == QXO e &0 and the 
solution v of (2), QV solves the Lame system on an infinite angle V with the right 
hand side 
(53) (1 — 2o~) ((2 grad O, grad v)2 + v AO) + grad O div v + 
+ grad ((v, grad Q)2) + Q(2 + 2a) grad y(u) on Q 
and the Neumann boundary condition (cf. (2)) with the right hand side 
(54) (1 - 2a) ( v— + (v, v)2 grad O J + 2O-v(v, grad O)2 + 
+ (2 + 2c) Q y(u) on S. 
The expression (53) clearly belongs at least to Co(0, _T; L2(Q)), the term in (54) to 
Co(0, _T; H
1/2(dQ)). If we were able to prove better regularity of v — it depends 
on the magnitude of the angle — say e.g. v e Co(0, ZT; H
2(Q)), the right hand side 
of (53), (54) would make it possible to prove, again in dependence on the angle, 
T e C0(Q; K
4). Thus we can restrict ourselves to the problem of regularity of the 
solution of the Lame system on an infinite angle V— { [ x 1 , x 2 ] 6 R
2 ; xx > 
> \xi\ ( tg i^o)" 1 }- I n polar coordinates V= {[r, co\; r e (0, +oo), \co\ < _-co0}, 
co0 e (0, 2K), and the Lame system has the following form for polar components of 
v = [yr, f j , vr(r, co) == vx(r, co) cos co + v2(r, co) sin co, vw(r, co) == v2(r, co) cos co — 
— v_(r, co) sin co: 
(55) (2-2„)(£i + ifL.^2) + _ = J l ) ^ + 
\or r or rzJ rz ceo 
+1 i!__ _ !_:__ __ _ (2 + 2«7)M
l0, 
r dr dco r dco dr 
( 1_ 2 f f )& + ^ - M + ( - ^ ) ^ + 
+ _____ + i_L__ ! _ _ _ _ + _ _ ) __!_ on F 
r dco dr r do) r dm 
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The boundary value conditions have the form 
(56) ( 1 - 2 ^ - ^ + ^ U o , LL*(°°S + 9\ + 
\dr r r dcoj r \dM ) 
+ 2a^ = (2 + 2a) y(u) , r e <0, + oo) , co = + °^ . 
cV 2 
Using the usual transformation r = e s and the Fourier transformation with respect 
to the variable s (cf. [10]) and putting o = 3 — 4a we obtain the following system 
of ordinary differential equations with the parameter n = iX (X is the dual variable 
in the Fourier sense), where the tilde denotes the corresponding Fourier transform 
and qn(co) stands for the term (y(u)) (i (l — n), co): 
(57) (d - 1) v; + (* + 1) (n 2 - 1) vr + 2(n - o) s ; = (7 - <,) (n - 1) q„, 
(o + 1) % + 0 ~ 1) 0 2 - 1) «V> + 2(n + tf)g; = (7 - d) c7̂  , 
co0 co0 
co e 
2 ' 2 
(d - i) (v; + (n - 1) 0„) = 0 , (<; + 1) (v; + vr) + (3 - d) nvr = 
= (7 - o)qn, co = ±ico0 . 
The homogeneous system corresponding to (57) has nontrivial solutions for every 
solution of the equation 
(58) n sin co0 = + sin (nco0) • 
If n does not fulfil (58), the system (57) has the following solution, where qn(co) = 
= (yJu))(i(l-n),(o): 
(59) vr(—in, co) = Pr(n, co) + A! sin ((n +1) co) + A2(
w — <*) s m ((w~" 1) &>) + 
+ A3 cos ((n + 1) co) + A4(d — n) cos ((n — 1) co), 
v^—in, co) = Pjji,co) + A! cos((n + l) co) + A2(<3 + n) cos ((n — 1) co) — 
— A3 sin ((n + 1) co) + A4(d + n) sin ((n - 1) co) , 
Pr(n, o>) = ^
 sin ((« + 1) (co - 0) 4„(C) dC , 
P>, co) = * ft cos ((n + 1) (co - C)) qn(C) dC , 
6 0 0 / 2 n s i n (go - (» + 1) C) - s in (nco0 - (n + 1) C) 
• ( • 
/*co 
A2 = ^ 
J 0 2(sin (nco0) — n sin co0) 
2(sin (nco0) — n sin co0) 
ЫQ-q„(-0)<iC, 
^2sm((n + l)Q(qn(0-qn(-Q) dÇ, 
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[a°12 n cos ( _ - (n + 1) Ç) + cos (ncjp - (n + 1) Ç) ŕ*co 
2(sin (nco0) + n sin co0) 
• (g»(0 + €»(-0)dC, 
^ _ g p
/ 2 cos((n + 1) 0 _ _ + g X - Q ) d ; > ^ 7 - ^ 1 + Q-
J 0 2(sin (nco0) + n sin co0) 1 + o 1 — <x 
Let us mention the general case with a general function 2F= 2[Fr, FJ on the right 
hand side of (55) and 2K = 2 [ K r , K J on the right hand side of (56). The Fourier 
transform of the solution has in this case the same structure as in (59) with P, Ai9 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, defined as follows: 
(60) Pr(n, co) = * JS Fr(i(l - n), C) [(n + <) sin ((n + 1) (co - C)) + 
n(oz - 1) 
+ (d - n) sin ((n - 1) (co - C))] + 
+ Fw(i(l - n), C) [(n - d) (cos ((n + 1) (co - C)) ~ 
- c o s ( ( n - l ) ( c D - C ) ) ) ] d C 
*• (* . co) = — J - — JS W - n), C) [(n + *) . 
n(<;z - 1) 
. (cos ((n + 1) (co - C)) - cos ((n - 1) (co - C)))] + FJi(l - n), C) . 
. [(d - n) sin ((n + 1) (co - C)) + (<* + n) sin ((n - 1) (co - C))] <*C , 
_ (n + 1) (Z t + Z2) sin ((n - 1) jco0) + (n - 1) (Z3 - Z4) cos ((n - 1) ja)0) 
2(n sin co0 — sin (nco0)) 
A _ zlgi
 + Z^) s i n ( (n + j) 2^0) + (g4 ~ Z3) cos ((n + 1) jco0) 
2(n sin co0 — sin (nco0)) 
A - ( ! L ± i ) ( z - ~ Z*) CQS ((" ~ *) j _ o ) ~ (n - _ (Z3 + z 4) sin ((n - 1) jgg) ? 
2(n sin co0 + sin (nco0)) 
_ (Z t - Z2) cos ((n + 1) jco0) - (Z3 + Z4) sin ((n + 1) fop) 
2(n sin co0 + sin (nco0)) 
Zl2 = _ — — (^r(n? + ico0) - Kr(i(l - n), +ico0)) , 
n(o - 1) 
Z 3 4 = — - . ( ^ ( n , + ico0) - jSC0(i(l - n), + ico0)), 
n(d - 1) 
*r(n, co) - - i — f» Fr(i(l - n), C) [(n + o) cos ((n + 1) (co - C)) -
4 + 1 
- (n - 1) cos ((« - 1) (ft, - J))] + 74(1(1 - n), C) • 
. [(„ - n) sin ((« + 1) (a, - 0 ) + (n - 1) sin ((» - 1) (ft) - £))] d£ > 
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*Jn, co) = -1— ft Er(i(l - »), 0 [ - ( « + j) sin ((n + 1) (© - 0 ) + 
d + 1 
+ (n + 1) sin ((„ - 1) (cD - C))] + F„(i(l » if), C) • 
. [(<* - n) cos ((n + 1) (OJ - 0 ) + (n + 1) cos ((n - 1) (co - £))] d( . 
For rc0 solving (58) the Green operators corresponding to (59) or (60) have poles. 
The eigenfunction corresponding to a single pole has the following form (in the 
Cartesian components): 
(61) vno = r
n°\(n0 cos co0 — cos (n0co0) + <t) sin (n0co) — n0 sin ((n0 — 2) co), 
(n0 cos co0 — cos (n0co0) — o) cos (n0co) — n0 cos ((n0 — 2) OJ)] , or 
v-no = r"°[(cos (n0co0) + n0 cos co0 + o) cos (n0co) — n0 cos ((n0 — 2) CD), 
(<i — cos (n0co0) — n0 cos co0) sin (n0co) + n0 sin ((n0 — 2) coJ] , 
where the first expression corresponds to the plus, the second one to the minus 
sign in (58). There are only single or double poles. The double poles must fulfil 
the conditions 
(62) (i) n0 e R
l , (ii) cos n0co0 = ± for n0 + 0 or n0 = 0 , 
co0 
(iii) n0co0 = tg n0co0 , í no = 
1 1 
s i n 2 OJ0 CDo 
where the sign in (58) and (62) (ii) must be the same. The first eigenfunction for double 
poles has the same form as for the single ones. The second eigenfunction for n0 + 0 
has the form r"° In ru>\0, where a>\0 is a solution of the system (57) with the right 
hand side of the equation equal to 2r~n°\_n0(<i + 1) vno r + vnoW, n0(o — 1) v„0t(0 + 
+ uno J and the right hand side of the boundary condition r~
n°\(o — I) vn0>(o, (3 — o). 
v„0>r], where vno>r, vn0f(0 are the polar components of the first eigenfunction. For n0 = 0 
both eigenfunctions correspond to (61) and have the form [0,1], [1,0] in the Cartesian 
components (i.e. they are shifts). For n0 = 1 (which cannot be a double pole if 
co0 #= tg CJ0) the corresponding eigenfunction has the form [xl9 x2] ~* [
x2? ~~xi] 
(the rotation). 
Now we introduce the weighted Sobolev space on V in such a way that H£(V) 
is the space of all functions for which the norm || • | |a/>F is finite, where 
(63) \\A\Ur - i&'VWUv.v + I \&Al*-.+*.T. 
fc = 0 
||/||O/,K= IkVIU,, ^ei?1, 
and the part of the norm corresponding to the noninteger part of a, i.e. a — [ a ] ' 
is defined as in (3) with the weight r11'. As grad y(u) e Co(0, T\ H
n(V; R2)) for an y 
rj e (0, Y4) and due to the Hardy inequality (cf. [3], Thm 1.4.4.4), we have grad y(u) e 
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e Co(0, 3~\ Hl(V\ R
2)). To have the right hand side of the boundary value condition 
in Co(0, 9~\ H0
,2+,,(V)), r]e(0, ~), we define an auxiliary displacement v°: 
(64) t£ = 0 , v? = v°r(r) on V, »?(0) = 0 , 
2 ( T ^ + ( 2 - 2 c r ) - ? = ( 2 + 2<x)y0, 
dr r 
.e. r í M - Ч l + a H Ы r f l С 1 ' " 1 ^ 
where y0 is a sufficiently smooth function depending only on r and the parameter t, 
having a bounded support and fulfilling y0(0)
 = y(u) (*» 0). v° fulfils (56) with the 
right hand side (2 + 2cr)K0, where K0,r = ((1/er) - 1) JJ (3y0(rf) + CyS(rC)) C
1/<T df, 
K0G) = 0, and (56) with the right hand side (2 + 2a) [0, y 0]. Then for v - v° the 
right hand side of (55) is inHg(V; R2) and the right hand side of (56) is in H10
/2+n(V; R2) 
for every t e <0, ^"> and r\ e (0, ~ ) . 
We concentrate a little more on the weighted spaces with fractional derivatives 
for a e (0, 1). We restrict ourselves to co0 e (0, TU). We use again the polar coordinates 
and transform r = es. After some calculation, it is possible to prove that the seminorm 
[i * l<x,t,v *s equivalent to the seminorm 
(65) (Q-ls.vY + Q'1'UvУY'2, 








ÍÜI — co? 
e ( 2 - a " + 2 0 , d a j 1 d © 2 d a 1 
'coo/2 
-coo/2 
e ( 2 - 2 a + 2 0 eA (/(S+ h,ш)-/(S,Qj))
2 
(e" - l ) 1 + 2« 
. dco dh ds , 
cf. [7]. For £ < 1 or defining H«/,V = | |e ' / | |^F (




•coo/2 (/0(s+h ,æ) 
-coo/2 Г 
/ 0 ( s , o , ) = / ( s , o > ) e <
l - + ^ 
| l + 2a 
ífetìľd^d/1" 
Due to the imbedding H£(V) ^ H"Zj, I e (0, a + 1), which is a consequence of the 
Fourier transformation, we can use the same calculations as in Lemma 1. (These 
calculations yield e.g. the trace theorems etc.) Particularly they allow us to use the 
theory of Kondratev (cf. [8], [10] Sees. 7—10) for the weighted spaces with fractional 
derivatives. 
As we restrict ourselves to the case co0 e (0, K), the only solutions of (58) with 
real parts in (—1, 1> are 0 and 1 (cf. [13]), with the eigenfunctions being either 
shifts or rotations. Using the technique of [8] (cf. [17]) we prove QX(V — v0) e H\+no. 
. (V;K2), where QX G C3(K
1; <0, 1» is a "cut of" function (i.e. OJJ^O, 1) 'as 1, 
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QxJR2 \ ^2(0, 2) = 0), n0 > 0 suitably small, and the existence of a solution v1 e 
e H2(V; R2), 8 e (0, 1), of the problem (53), (54) for Q = QX. Via the shift and inter-
polation technique of the previous sections we find (1 — Ox) (v — v°) e H
2(V; R2) n 
o H0(V; P
2). Using Thms. 7.3 and 10.2 of [10] based on the Cauchy residuum 
theorem, we obtain v — v° = c ^ 0 ) 1 + c2u0.2 +
 c3^i + vi + (1 — Qt) (v — v0), 
v0ti, i = 1, 2 and vx from (61). Due to the well-known properties of the weak solution 
of the Neumann boundary value problem, we can suppose ct = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Thus v - v° e H2~£(V; R2), e e (0, 1). Using (53), (54), and the "Cauchy residuum" 
technique again, we can show that v — v° e H0
+T1(V; R2) for some small r\ > 0 
(dependent on co0 such that there are no solutions n0 of (58) having Re n0 in (1, 1 + 
+ In)). Therefore v - v° e H2+,?(V; K2) for every t e <0, ^ > . As v° is smooth and 
due to the possibility of choosing y0 = (y0)t such that ||yo||c0(o,lr;c
3(V)) = 
= lb(M) | |co(o,^Hi^o ( F ))^oe(0,^;) ,wehave \\v(t, •)||ff-+i<K;R-) ^ ||y(")||c0(o,^;Hi^(V)) 
for all t e <0, ^">. Due to the continuity of t -> v(t, •) in Hl(V; R2) we have v e 
e C0 (0, ,T; H
2+""£(V; R2)) for every s e (0, n). 
As the regularity of the solution along the regular parts of the boundary is proved 
(cf. Sec. 3), we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 6. Let all assumptions of Thms. 4 and 5 be satisfied with the exception 
of the regularity of dQ. Let dQ be of the class C2+E (s > 0 arbitrarily small) except 
for a finite set M0 , where (51) holds with v > 0 (i.e. the angle OJ0 G (0, K)). Then 
the corresponding stress satisfies x e C0(Q; R
4). 
5. CONCLUSION 
For the nonlinear twodimensional model we have proved that the jumpes in time 
and even discontinuities in the space variable of the heating regime and isolated 
nonsmoothnesses of the boundary having the convex character give a continuous 
stress on Q. Therefore for such cases the thermoelastic model is reasonable for the 
technical practice. However, if the isolated singularity of the boundary has not the 
convex character there is little hope to obtain such a regularity (cf. Thm. 12.5 of [10]). 
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Souh rn 
REGULARITA ŘEŠENÍ TERMOELASTICKÉHO SYSTÉMU S NESPOJITÝMI 
REŽIMY OHŘEVU 
JIŘÍ JARUŠEK 
Omezenost a spojitost napětí příslušného k řešení termoelastického systému se zkoumá 
zpočátku pro lineární systém na páse a pak pro systém s nelineární rovnicí vedení tepla, ne­
lineárními okrajovými podmínkami a nespojitým režimem ohřevu pro dvourozměrný model 
tělesa s izolovanými nehladkostmi hranice. 
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